Photo taken at 26 months.
Breeding Shares are available.

At 7 months.

LMC Polled Ringer is another outstanding, smooth
polled, good looking Ambassador son out of a top V8
34/5 daughter that goes back to Remington, 202/3
and Ringer. Ambassador sons are correct, flat hipped,
thick, clean sheathed bulls that are well balanced,
very docile and make their new owners proud.

A BIG HEARTY THANKS and
CONGRATULATIONS goes out to
Chris Brasher and Ray Rodriguez
for investing in ½ interest of LMC
Apollo. LMC Apollo could very well
be the next great POLLED Brahman
herd sire. He is big boned, stout &
square made, is rich in power and breed
character. He was the largest bull in his
class at Houston and NEARS PEFECTION IN
THE FLESH. He has what it takes to produce
polled cattle that can compete with the best of
the breed. We are excited about his future.
Apollo is sired by our senior herd sire, LMC WFF
Pistolero and out of a top producing JDH cow sired
by Charley’s Jazz making her a granddaughter of the
legendary Charley Manso and is out of a Sage Manso x
Union Manso cow – indeed a star studded pedigree for a good
looking mama cow.
A BIG HEARTY THANKS also goes out to Rachel and Brandon
Cutrer for buying our LMC Apollo semen at the AJBA Semen
Auction. We also thank them for their effort in organizing and
promoting this sale for the juniors. Another great example of
ex-juniors giving back to make it better for the next generation.
Look for good things to come from this semen investment when
used on their POLLED COW POWER.

At 7 months.

LMC Polled Future is an exciting polled herd bull
prospect out of Ambassador and our prolific 270/5
donor who is an own daughter of the International
Champion V8 831/5 cow. We feel that this young stud
is a major league kinda bull that we will promote and
use in our program. Come check him out.

At 5 months.

LMC Polled Victor is a good looking, thick, early
maturing double polled herd bull prospect sired by
Ambassador and LMC Victoria’s Secret. She is a full
sister to LMC Apollo and is doing a fine job of raising
her first calf in a tough drought. This show and herd
bull prospect is built right for the times.
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At 7 months.

LMC Polled Charley is a smooth polled, dark pigmented,
heavy muscled good looking Ambassador son that is a
maternal brother to LMC Apollo and Victoria’s Secret. Every
calf that his mama has produced has been outstanding. Our
Polled Brahman bull market is strong. Come get you one.

